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ON THE BOUNDEDNESS  OF /»-INTEGRABLE
AUTOMORPHIC FORMS

K.   V.   RAJES WARA  RAO1

Abstract. For a Fuchsian group, a criterion is obtained in

order that every /»-integrable automorphic form be bounded.

This encompasses the known results for /» = 1. The condition

implies an interesting inequality between the Bergman kernel and

the Poincaré line element of a Riemann surface.

1. Introduction. Throughout, T denotes a Fuchsian group acting

on the unit disc U of the complex plane. For any real number q>l, we

choose and fix, once and for all, a system piq, T, z) iz £ U, Te F) of

factors of automorphy of dimension —2q relative to T (cf. [8]). Observe

that, if q is an integer, piq, T,z) = xiT)T'iz)Q, where % is a character of

the group T.

Let Xiz)\dz\ = \dz\Hl — \z\2) be the Poincaré line element on Uand dmiz)=

A2(z) dx dy (z=x+/j, x,y real) be the associated area element. For any

p with 1 SpSco, let AliT) = AvgiY, p) be the Banach space of/»-integrable

holomorphic automorphic forms of dimension — 2q relative to T, i.e., the

space of all/that are holomorphic on U and satisfy foTz)piq, T, z)=foz),

VFe r, z £ U, and with finite//-norms ||/|[„ defined by the formula

i/B-fJVwoor*»«;
n

here, and, in the rest of the paper, Q is a fundamental region for F in U'

whose boundary has plane Lebesgue measure zero. It is a conjecture

that, for arbitrary T and p (and q>l),

(1.1) A'^r) c AfiT)   if 1 S px < p2 S co.

In this note, we obtain a condition for this inclusion to hold. For/»i=l

and /z2=co, the problem was considered by several authors (cf. [3], [4]
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and [6]-[9]). In §4 of this note, we point out an interesting inequality

between the standard Bergman kernel of the Riemann surface UjV and

the Poincaré line element which is an immediate consequence of (1.1).

2. The criterion.    For z and £ in U and q>l, let

K(z, 0 = KQiz, 0 = i2q - 1)M1 - zl)2\

where Kiz, £), for fixed £, is analytic in z and F(0, Ç)>0. Then the

Poincaré series

(2.1) a(z, 0 = v.Az, I) = 2-KiTz, l)piq, T, z),
Ter

for fixed £ in U, converges uniformly on compact subsets of U and

a(-, £) is a holomorphic automorphic form of dimension —2q for T.

Theorem.    Let q>l. If AHY)<^A™iY) for somep satisfying lSp<co,

then

(2.2) M = M(r, p, q) = Sup A"2i(z) • ¡x(z, z) < co.
zeit

On the other hand, if'(2.2) holds, then,

KiY) c ,4«(r)    V/z,        1 S p < oo.

As an immediate consequence of the Theorem and Holder's inequality,

we obtain

Corollary 1.   If (2.2) holds, then

A°fiY) c Al\Y),       1 S Px < p2 S co.

Aore. It is known (see below) that <x(z, z)_0.

Proof of the Theorem.   It is readily verified (cf. [8]) that

\W;t)\\xs{(\X-«iz)Kiz,t)\-da)iz)

(2.3) JJ
= i2q - D/iq - I) ■ X%0 = cQ ■ X%0-

Also, since F(-, £) is bounded on Í7, and 2rer (1—• |Fz|2)9 is bounded on

U (cf. [1]), it follows that a(-, QE^Or). From Holder's inequality,

it then follows that <x(-, £) eA^Y), ISpSoo, and

(2.4) ||a(-, Oil, ̂  l|a(-, Q^1"' ||a(-, OH1/".

Moreover, it is known (cf. Drasin [2, Equation (1.6)]) that, for / in
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A^iY), lSp<co, the following reproducing formula holds:

(2.5) fit) = J]7(z) • co(a(z, D) ' ¿-2a(z) dw(z).

n

From this it follows that oc(z, 0=co(a(£, z)) and a(z, z)_0. Schwarz's

inequality, together with (2.5) implies that

(2.6) |a(z,r)|2^*(z,z)-a(£,0.

Let ßiz) = X~2qiz) ■ a(z, z). It is readily verified that ß is  T-invariant,

i.e., ß ° T=ß, VF£ T, so that M=Sup2eü ßiz).

Suppose, now, that A%iF)<=A™ir) for some p, lSp<.oo. Since con-

vergence in either of the norms || ||„ and || ||œ implies uniform conver-

gence on compact subsets of U, it follows that the inclusion map from

A"iY) to AgiT) is a closed linear map of Banach spaces. But then the

closed graph theorem implies that this is a bounded linear map, i.e., there

exists a finite constant D = Dip,q,F, p) such that ||/IL^7>||/||„,

V/£/l*(r). In particular, ||a(-, OIL^0 • ll«(-, Clip- Combining this
with (2.3) and (2.4) we conclude that

\Wi;t)\\x = D^cQ-X"iÜ),

i.e.,   X-Qiz)-\a.iz,t,)\SDvcQ-X"iC),z,l,eU.   Setting   z=£  in  this,   we

obtain (2.2), thus establishing one half of the Theorem.

Conversely, suppose that (2.2) holds and let/£ Ava(F), lSp<cc. From

(2.5) and Holder's inequality, we conclude that

1/(01 ÚML- IK, Ok     (1/V+ W - D
^WfL-lH-Ayi^'-lc^xay]1'"'

by (2.4) and (2.3). From (2.6) it now follows that,

A-°(01/(01 ̂ ll/llp-M1-1'»'-^»'.

Since M is finite, this shows that ||/||œ is finite, thus completing the proof

of the Theorem.

3. The case of a large q. Let q be a real number > 1 and m a positive

integer. Fix a system of factors of automorphy piq, T, z) of dimension

—2q. Then pmiq, T, z) is a system of factors of automorphy for F of

dimension —2qm and with these factors of automorphy, define .^„(r)

as above. We then have the following:

Corollary 2. Let A^miY)^A^F) for some p, lSp<co; then

A*{r)c:A?ir).
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Proof. It follows, as in the proof of the Theorem, that there exists

a constant, B=Biq,m, F, p, p) such that ||/|L=F • \\f\\„ VfeA%m.
It is clear that <xm(-, 0 = «■?(; 0 6 A^m(F). Hence,

||a"*(-, OIL = B ■ ||am(-, Ollp,
i.e.,

\\xi;0K = B\\xi;0\\2v
i.e.,

w-.pirsi^-K.ois-
Combining this with (2.4) and (2.3), we conclude as above, that

H-, OIL = B» ■ cq • A°(£).

This, as in the proof of the Theorem, implies (2.2) which, by the Theorem,

is equivalent to the conclusion of Corollary 2.

4. Bergman kernel and the Poincaré metric. Consider factors of

automorphy p(l, T,z)=T\z) and p(2, T,z)=T'(z)2 of dimensions —2

and —4 respectively. With these factors of automorphy, consider the

spaces A(F) = A2X(F) and A\(F) of automorphic forms. The space A(F) is

a Hubert space and can be identified with the space of square integrable

Abelian differentials on the Riemann surface UjF. It is readily verified

that evaluation at a point is a bounded linear functional on A(F) and

there exists, for each £ e t/, a reproducing kernel k(-,l)eA(F)—the

Bergman kernel—such that

(4.1) /(£) = ff/(z) • co(k(z, £)) dx dy   V/eXlT).
JJ
a

Corollary 3. If A\(F)cA2(F), then there exists a constant C=C(F)

such that k(t, £) = CA2(£), V£ e U.

Proof. Under the hypothesis, as in the proof of the Theorem, the

linear injection A\(F)^A2(F) is continuous, and, hence, there exists a

constant C such that ||/IL^C||/||i, V/£ A\(F). Clearly k2(-, £) e A\(F).

Hence,

H^COIL^CH^coii!
= C-||fc(-,£)||22 = C/c(£,£)   by (4.1)

i.e.,

(l-|z|2)2|/c2(z,£)|^C/c(£,£)   Vz,££[F

Setting z=£, we have the conclusion.

5. Concluding remarks. (1) It is known (cf. [9]) that (2.2) holds if

T is finitely generated. Lehner [7] has constructed a class of infinitely
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generated groups for which A]iF)<^A™iF), q>l. For all such groups,

then, the conclusion of Corollary 3 holds. (2) The results and proofs

carry over if F is replaced by a Kleinian group and U by a T-invariant

union of components of F (cf. Kra [5]).
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